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Let R be a prime associative ring with the extended centroid C. Assume that R 
satisfies a nontrivial differential identity with automorphisms and antiauto- 
morphisms. It is shown here that R must satisfy a nontrivial ordinary generalized 
polynomial identity (without derivations, automorphisms, and antiautomorphisms). 
When this is combined with Martindale’s result on generalized polynomial identities, 
it follows that the central closure RC of R is a primitive ring with nonzero socle and 
its skew held is finite dimensional over C. 1” 1992 Acadernrc Press, Inc. 
Our primary objective of this paper is to prove the following 
MAIN THEOREM. A prime ring sutisfying u nontrivial differential identity 
with automorphisms and antiautomorphisms must also satisfy a nontrivial 
ordinary generalized polynomial identity (without derivations, automor- 
phisms, and antiautomorphisms). 
Applying the main result in [ 111, we have the following immediate 
COROLLARY. If a prime ring R satisfies a nontrivial difSerentia1 identity 
with automorphisms and antiautomorphisms, then the central closure RC qf 
R, where C is the extended centroid of R, is a primitive ring with nonzero 
socle and with its skew field finite dimensional over C. 
In addition to allowing (anti)automorphisms in our differential iden- 
tities, we work in the more general context of Utumi quotient rings 
instead of Martindale quotient rings. We mention the following two slight 
improvements: 
(1) All coefficients in our differential identities are assumed to be in the 
left Utumi quotient ring of the given prime ring. 
(2) All derivations occurring in our differential identities are assumed to 
be of the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of the given prime ring. 
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Our result has been conjectured in [ 13, p. 1161 and is basically a 
generalization of [6, 7, 2, lo]. Our method here is essentially a refinement 
of that in [7] mixed with a computation in [ 111 (or in [ IO]). 
The material of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 0, we define 
precisely all the basic notions, especially the nontriviality of differential 
identities. We give the proof of our main theorem in Section I and leave the 
proof of our crucial lemma (Lemma 2) to Section II. Our notation is 
mostly adopted from [S-S]. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
Utumi Quotient Rings 
Our rings here are always associative but not necessarily with the multi- 
plication identity 1. A ring R is said to be right faithful if Ra = 0 implies 
a = 0 for any a E R [3, p. 671. Left faithfulness is defined analogously. 
Throughout this paper, rings of our main concern are always prime and 
hence are both right and left faithful. A left ideal 3. of a right faithful ring 
R is said to be (left) dense if for any given x, 0 # y E R, there exists r E R 
such that rx E II and ry # 0 [3, Proposition 2, p. 581. A ring U satisfying the 
following axioms is called a left Utumi quotient ring of R (see, for example, 
[9, Lemma 3, p. 971: 
Axiom 1. RG U. 
Axiom 2. For each a E U, there exists a nonzero dense left ideal ;1 of R 
such that %a c R. 
Axiom 3. If 1. is a dense left ideal of R and if r: RA + RR is a left 
R-module homomorphism, then there exists a unique a E U such that 
l(x) = xa for all x E 1. Simply speaking, the ring U is merely the ring of left 
quotients of R relative to the filter of nonzero dense left ideals of R. By [3, 
Theorem 6, p. 591, the left Utumi quotient ring U for a right faithful ring 
R exists uniquely up to within an isomorphism fixing R. 
The uniqueness of a in Axiom 3 is equivalent to the property: If a E U 
and ,la =0 for some dense left ideal i of R, then a = 0. This uniqueness 
property also implies the right faithfulness of any dense left ideal of R, 
including R itself. In this sense, the right faithfulness of a given ring is 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of its left Utumi quotient ring. 
We generalize the notion of (left) density as follows: Assume that R is 
right faithful and U is its left Utumi quotient ring. A left R-submodule J 
of U is said to be (left) dense if and only if for any given x, 0 # y E R, there 
exists r E R such that rx E /i and ry # 0. It is obvious that the intersection 
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of two dense left R-submodules of U is still dense. In particular, if n is a 
dense left R-submodule of U, then R n n is a dense left ideal of R. Conver- 
sely, if the left R-submodule /1 of U includes a dense left ideal of R, then 
/1 itself must also be dense. Thus a left R-submodule /i of U is left dense 
if and only if it includes a dense left ideal of R. In the following fact, the 
first statement strengthens the detining property of (left) density for left 
R-submodules of U and the second statement strengthens the defining 
axiom 3 for Utumi quotient rings. 
FACT 0. Assume that R is a right faithful ring and U is its left Utumi 
quotient ring. 
(0) If a left R-submodule A of U is (left) dense, then for any a E U, the 
set 
Aaa’er {uEU:uaEA} 
also forms a dense left R-submodule of U. 
(1) A left R-submodule A of U is dense if and only if for any dense left 
ideal I+ of R and for any given x, 0 # y E U, there exists r E 1 such that rx E A 
and ry # 0. 
(2) Let A be a dense left R-submodule of U and let I. be a dense left ideal 
of R. If t: ;,A -+ iU is a left I-module homomorphism, then there exists a 
unique a E U such that t(x) = xa for all x E A. 
Proof (0) Assume that x, 0 # y E R are given. The left ideal A = {r E R : 
r(xa) E R} includes a dense left ideal of R by Axiom 2 and hence must be 
left dense itself. Since y # 0, E-y # 0 by the uniqueness assertion of Axiom 3. 
Pick r E 1 such that ry # 0. By applying the density of the left R-module A 
to the pair rxa, 0 # ry E R, there exists r’ E R such that r’rxa E A and 
r’ry ~0. We have succeeded in finding r’r E R such that r’rxe Aaa’ and 
such that r’ry # 0. So Aa- ’ is dense, as desired. 
(1) The “if” part is obvious. We show the “only-if” part: Assume that 
x, 0 # y E U are given. Let 3. be the given dense left ideal of R. By (0) of this 
fact, Ax- ’ is dense. Hence their intersection %’ = ,4x ~ ’ n I is also left dense. 
By the uniqueness assertion of Axiom 3, A’y #O, since y #O. Pick r E J.’ 
such that ry#O. Since rEIZ’z/ix-‘, rx E A. We have succeeded in finding 
r E A with rx E A and ry # 0, as asserted. 
(2) First, we claim that 5: RA -+ RU is an R-module homomorphism: 
Assume on the contrary that c(rx) - rt(x) # 0 for some r E R and x E A. By 
applying the density of & to the pair r, 0 # [(rx) - rt(x) E U and using (1) 
of this fact, there exists r,,E 2 such that rOr E 1, and r,(r(rx) - rt(x)) ~0. 
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Since rO, rOr E jti and since 5 is assumed to be a I-module homomorphism, 
we compute 
r,(<(rx) - f-t(x)) = t(rorx) - (ror) t(x) = S(rd-x) - S((ror) -xl = 0, 
a contradiction. So the map 4 : ,J + RU is a left R-module homomor- 
phism, as claimed. Set A, = {xc ,4 : t(x) E R}. Since 5 is a left R-module 
homomorphism, .4, is a left R-module. We show that LI, is left dense: For 
given x, 0 # y E R, pick r E 3. such that rx E A and ry # 0. Since rx E A, ((rx) 
is defined. Since ((rx) E U, by Axiom 2, there exists a dense left ideal 1’ 
such that E.‘S(rx) c R. By the uniqueness assertion of Axiom 3, %‘ry # 0, 
since ry # 0. Pick r’ E 3,’ such that r’ry # 0. For this r’, we also have that 
l(r’rx) = r’t(rx) E A’t(rx) c R and hence r’rx E /i,. We have succeeded in 
finding r‘r E R such that r’rx E /1, and r’ry # 0. So A, is dense, as desired. 
By applying Axiom 3 of U to the left R-module homomorphism map 
XE II,- t(x) E R, there exists UE U such that t(x) = xa for all XE /i,. 
We show that t(x) = xu for all XE A: Assume on the contrary that 
t(x)-xa#O for some -YE/I. By applying the density of /i,, as 
strengthened in (I) of this fact, to the pair x, 0 # r(x) - xu, there exists 
r~Rsuchthatrx~~oandO#r(~(x)-xu).Sincerx~~o,~(rx)-(rx)u=O 
by our choice of a. Since 5 is a left R-module homomorphism, 
r({(x) - xu) = ((rx) - (rx) a = 0, a contradiction. So c(x) = xu for all x E A. 
The uniqueness of a follows easily from Axiom 3 and our proof of (2) is 
completed. 
The second statement of Fact 0 also implies that the left Utumi quotient 
ring of any right faithful ring is also the left Utumi quotient ring of any of 
its dense left ideals. 
The dense right ideals and the right Utumi quotient ring of a left faithful 
ring R are defined analogously. Assume that R is both right and left faithful 
and that U is its left Utumi quotient ring. The subset Q of U defined by 
Q = {a E U : up c R for some dense right ideal p of R} 
forms a subring of U, called the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of R. 
Essentially, Q can be regarded as the intersection of the left and the right 
Utumi quotient rings of R. The center of Q, denoted by C, is called the 
extended centroid of R. The extended centroid C of a prime ring R coincides 
with the center of U and is always a commutative field. For a given prime 
ring R, both U and Q are also prime (see [3, Proposition 10, p. 743). 
Derivations 
By a derivation of an arbitrary ring R, we mean a map 6: R + R satisfy 
(x + y)’ = x6 + y6 and (xy)& = x”y + xy’ for all x, y E R. For a given ring R, 
we use Der(R) to denote the set of all derivations of R. 
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The following simple fact is a generalization of a result due to Tewari 
(see [9, Exercise 10, p. 1011: 
FACT 1. A mapping 6 from a right faithful ring R into its left Utumi 
quotient ring U satisfying 
(x+y)“=xh+yd, 
(xy)” = x”y + xy” 
for all x, y E R 
can be extended uniquely to a derivation of U. 
Proof. For given a E U, let I be a dense left ideal of R such that la E R. 
Define the map 5 : 2 -+ U by setting t(x) = (xa)” - x6a for x E A. We verify 
that 5 is a left R-module homomorphism from ,J into JJ: For r E R and 
x E A, we have rx E 2 and compute 
@rx) = (rxa)” - (rx)6 a = (r(xa))6 - (r6x + rx’) a 
= (r’xa + r(xa)6) - (r&x + rx6) a = r((xa)’ - x6a) = rt(x), 
as desired. Hence, by (2) of Fact 0, there exists a unique a’ E U such that 
t;(x) = xa’ for all x E A. It is easy to verify that the map a E U H a’ E U, 
where a’ is defined from a as above, is a derivation of U extending 6. The 
uniqueness of such an extension of 6 to U is also obvious. 
As remarked before, the left Utumi quotient ring of a right faithful ring 
is also the left Utumi quotient ring of any of its dense left ideals. Hence 
Fact 1 above can be immediately strengthened to the following: 
FACT 1’. A mapping 6 from a dense left ideal I of a right faithful ring 
R into its left Utumi quotient ring U satisfying 
(x + y)” =x6 + y6, 
(xy)6 = x”y + xy” 
for all x, y E 2 
can be extended uniquely to a derivation of U, 
Suppose that Q is an arbitary algebra over an arbitrary commutative 
ring C. For 6, p E Der( Q) and CI E C, we define 
xC60r) = a(xd), 
XCbl = (xq” - (x”)a 
for XEQ. 
Obviously, & and [6, ~1 thus defined above are also derivations of Q. In 
this manner, Der(Q) is a right C-module and forms a Lie ring under the 
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binary operation [S, ~1. For a E Q, the map ad(u): x E Q H ax - xa E Q 
defines a derivation of Q, called the inner derivation defined h,r a. A deriva- 
tion 6 of Q is said to be inner if 6 = ad(u) for some a E Q. The set of all 
inner derivations of Q, denoted by Der,(Q), obviously forms a 
C-submodule of Der( Q). 
Recall the following basic terminology from module theory: Let M be a 
module over a commutative ring C and let M, be a C-submodule of M. 
A subset X of M is said to be C-independent module M, if for any 
x1, . . . . tl, E C and for any m,, . . . . m, E X, Cr=, m;r, E M, implies c(, = = 
rn =O. This is equivalent to the C-independence of the subset 
(m+M ,, : m E X} of the difference module M/M,,. An independent subset 
X of M is called a basis of M modulo M, if the set {m + M,,: m E Xl, forms 
a C-basis for the difference C-module M\M,. 
For a given prime ring, we apply these concepts to the C-algebra Q, 
where Q is its two-sided Utumi quotient ring and C is its extended cen- 
troid. The set Der(Q) forms a right C-vector space with the C-subspace 
Der,(Q). A subset M of Der(Q) is said to be independent modulo Der,(Q) 
if for any 2, , . . . . z, E C and for any 6,, . . . . S,, E M, C:‘=, bi5y, E Der,(Q) 
implies sll = = c(, = 0. A subset M of Der( Q) is called a basis of Der( Q) 
modulo Der,(Q) if the set js+Der,(Q) : REM} forms a C-basis for the 
quotient vector space Der(Q)/Der,(Q). This is equivalent to the condition 
that the set M forms a maximal independent subset of Der(Q) modulo 
Der,(Q). An independent subset M of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q) endowed 
with a linear order <, denoted by (M, <), is called an ordered independent 
subset of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q). If M happens to be a basis of Der(Q) 
modulo Der,(Q), then (M, <) is called an ordered busis of Der(Q) modulo 
Der,(Q). For an ordered independent subset (M, <) of Der(Q) modulo 
Der,(Q), by a regular derivation word in (M, <), we mean a derivation 
word d of the form 
where 
(1) ?Si~M for i= 1, . . . . m, 
(2) 6, <6,< ... cd,,,, and 
(3) O<si<p for i=l,...,m, if the characteristic of Q (or, 
equivalently, of I?) is some prime number p > 2. 
We let Q(M, <) denote the set consisting of all regular derivation words 
in (M, <). We also extend the linear order < on M to the set sZ(M, <) by 
assuming that a longer word is greater than a shorter one and that words of 
the same length are ordered lexicographically. Note that the order < thus 
defined on Q(M, <) is also a linear order. It is important to observe that 
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if M is finite, then the linear order < on Q(M, <) is a well order. That is, 
there does not exist LI;ESZ(M,<) (i=l,2,...,) such that d,+l<di for 
i= 1, 2, . . . Finally, for a subset A of M, let (ii;r, <) be the set ii;r endowed 
with the restriction of the order < on M. Note that the linear order <on 
Q(&!, <) is also the restriction of the linear order < on Q(M, <). 
Automorphisms and Antiautomorphisms 
By an automorphism of an arbitrary ring R, we mean a bijective map 
c R -+ R satisfying (x + y)” = x” + y” and (xv)” = xOyu for all x, y E R. The 
set of all automorphisms of R, denoted by Aut(R), forms a group under 
composition. By an antiautomorphism of an arbitrary ring R, we mean a 
bijective map v: R -+ R satisfying (x + y)” = x\’ + JJ” and (XJJ)” = y”x” for all 
x, y E R. The set of all antiautomorphisms of R will be denoted by Ant(R). 
The set G(R) = Aut(R) u Ant(R), consisting of all automorphisms and all 
antiautomorphisms of R, forms a group under composition and contains 
Aut(R) as a normal subgroup. The analogue of Fact 1 for automorphisms 
is the following: 
FACT 2. Any automorphism of a right faithful ring can be extended 
uniquely to an automorphism of its left Utumi quotient ring. If the ring is also 
left faithful, the automorphism of the given ring, thus extended to its left 
Utumi quotient ring, induces an automorphism of its two-sided Utumi 
quotient ring. 
Proof: Assume that R is a given right faithful ring and U is its left 
Utumi quotient ring. Let a E Aut(R) be given. For a E U, pick a dense left 
ideal I of R such that la E R. Define 5: 1” --) R by setting <(x0) = (xa)” for 
x E i. Then { is a left R-module homomorphism from i” into R. Hence there 
exists a’ E U such that 5(x”) = x”a’ for any x E A. The map a E U H a’ E U 
(as defined above) obviously extends a, which we will also denote by a. 
(Hence a’ = a”.) We verify that the map a E U I-+ au E U is an automorphism 
of U as follows: For a, b E U, (a + b)” = a” + 6” and (ab)” = a”bd hold 
obviously. For a E U, let ,! be a dense left ideal of R such that la G R. For 
x E 1, we have xa = ( (xa)O)u-’ = (x”a”)“-’ = x(a”)um’ and hence (a”)u-’ = a. 
We can show similarly that (au-‘)” = a for all a E U. From these, the surjec- 
tivity and the injectivity of the map a: a E U H a0 E U follow. So a thus 
extended is indeed an automorphism of U, as desired. The uniqueness of 
such an extension is obvious, 
Assume that R is also left faithful and Q is its two-sided Utumi quotient 
ring. For a E Q, there exists a dense right ideal p of R such that ap c R. By 
applying the automorphism a thus extended, aopo E R” = R. But p” is also 
a dense right ideal of R. Hence a” is also an element of the two-sided 
Utumi quotient ring of R, as asserted. 
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The following is the analogue of Fact 2 for antiautomorphisms: 
FACT 3. Any antiautomorphism of a right and lgft faithful ring R can be 
extended uniquely to an antiautomorphism of its two-sided Utumi quotient 
ring. 
Proof: Assume that the given ring R is left and right faithful and Q is 
its two-sided Utumi quotient ring. Let v E Ant(R). For a E Q, pick a dense 
right ideal p of R such that ap g R. Define the map l: pV -+ R by setting 
((xv) = (ax)” for x~p. For r E R, we compute [(r’x”) = (((xr)‘) = 
(a(xr))l’= ((ax) r)” = r”(ax)“= r”t(xI’). So iJ is a left R-module homo- 
morphism from py into R. But as p is a dense right ideal of R, pl’ is a dense 
left ideal of R. Hence there exists a’ E U such that <(xv) = x’u’. The map 
a E Q H a’ E 15’ obviously extends v and will also be denoted by v. So 
5(x”) = (ax)’ = x’u’ = x”a’. We verify easily that (a + 6)‘= a’+ h’ and 
(ah)‘= b”a’ hold for a, h E Q. For a E Q, pick a dense left ideal 3, of R such 
that ila s R. Note that 3.’ is a dense right ideal of R and a”L” = (Lu)~ c R. 
So USE Q. Hence v, thus extended, maps Q into Q. As in the case of 
automorphisms, the surjectivity and the injectivity of v on Q can be shown 
by considering v ~ ‘. Hence v, thus extended, is indeed an antiautomorphism 
of Q. The uniqueness of such an extension of v is obvious. 
By these two facts, for a prime ring R, we have G(R) c G(Q) and 
Aut(R) s Aut(Q) c Aut( U), where Q and U are respectively the two-sided 
and the left Utumi quotient rings of R. Thereafter, all (anti)automorphisms 
of R will be implicitly assumed to be defined on Q and U. 
An automorphism CJ E Aut(R) is said to be the inner automorphism 
defined by an invertible element a E R if and only if Y’ = u ‘xu for all x E R. 
The set of all inner automorphisms defined by invertible elements of R is 
denoted by Aut, (R). Assume that R is a prime ring. Set G,(R) = G(R) n 
Auti(Q), where Q is its two-sided Utumi quotient ring. 
Note that, in general, antiautomorphisms of R cannot be extended to be 
defined on the left Utumi quotient ring U of R, especially for those prime 
rings which are most interesting to us. The reason is as follows: We are 
interested in prime rings satisfying nontrivial differential identities with 
(anti)automorphisms and we aim to show that such prime rings must also 
satisfy nontrivial GPIs. So the prime rings interesting to us are those 
satisfying nontrivial GPIs. By the main theorem of [ 111, the central 
closures of such rings must be primitive with nonzero socle. By [9, 
Proposition 7, p. 981, the left Utumi quotient ring of a primitive ring with 
nonzero socle is the ring consisting of all linear transformations of a left 
vector space over a division ring. But the left Utumi quotient ring of a 
prime ring obviously coincides with the left Utumi quotient ring of its cen- 
tral closure. So the left Utumi quotient ring of the prime ring which we are 
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really interested in is the ring consisting of all linear transformations of a 
left vector space over a division ring. The following says that such rings 
cannot have antiautomorphisms in general: 
FACT 4. The ring consisting of all linear transformations of a left vector 
space V over a division ring D has an antiautomorphism if and only if the 
division ring D has an antiautomorphism and the dimension of V over D is 
finite. 
Proof. Let R denote the ring of all linear transformations of V. Let b 
be the dimension of V over the division ring D. First, assume that b is finite 
and that the division ring D has an antiautomorphism 7 dE D H do D. 
Then R is just the ring of all b x b matrices over D. Let ek (i,j= 1, . . . . b) be 
the matrix unit with 1 in the (i,j)-entry and 0 elsewhere. Define the 
map *: R + R as follows: For a = CF.,=, ccoe,,, where QED, set a* = 
CFj= 1 Ej,ei,. It is easy to verify that the map * is an antiautomorphism 
of R. 
Assume that R has an antiautomorphism *. Obviously, the ring R is 
prime with nonzero socle. It is well known that all right irreducible 
modules of a prime ring with nonzero socle are isomorphic. Using this fact 
and by [4, Theorem 1, p. 821, the antiautomorphism * of the ring R can be 
represented as follows: The division ring D has an antiautomorphism 7 
d E D I-+ d and using this antiautomorphism -of the division ring D, the left 
D-vector space ,V can be interpreted as a right D-vector space V, by set- 
ting ud= dv for dE D and v E V. On this pair of the left vector space ,V and 
the right vector space V,, there exists a bilinear form ( ., .): ,V x V, -+ D 
such that the given antiautomorphism * is merely the adjoint operation 
on R. Let f be a linear functional on ,V. Pick arbitrary Q,, M”~ E V such 
that (v,, wO) # 0. Consider the linear transformation a E R defined by 
va =f (v) v0 for v E V and let a* be the adjoint of a with respect to the 
bilinear form (., .) on ,Vx V,. (By the representation theorem just 
quoted, a* is also the image of a under the antiautomorphism *.) Hence 
f(v)(vo, wo) = (f(v) vo, wo) = (va, wo) = (v, woa*) for any v E V. 
As (v,, wo) is chosen to be nonzero, f(v)= (v, woa*)(vO, wo)-’ = 
(v, wOa*(vo, wo))‘). We have thus shown that any linear functional of ,,V 
is of the form u E VW (v, w) for some fixed w  E V. Hence the dual space V* 
consisting of all linear tunctionals of DV is isomorphic to V, as right 
D-vector spaces. In particular, the dimension of V* is also equal to b. 
Assume on the contrary that b is infinite. By [S, Theorem 2, p. 2471, the 
dimension of V* over D is db, where d is the cardinality of the division 
ring D. Since d > 2, the well-known Cantor theorem says db > 6, a contra- 
diction. Hence b must be finite, as desired. 
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Note that, for a prime ring satisfying a nontrivial GPI, its left Utumi 
quotient ring is the ring of all linear transformations of a finite dimensional 
vector space over a division ring if and only if the ring satisfies an ordinary 
polynomial identity. Also, in this case, its two-sided Utumi quotient ring 
must coincide with its left Utumi quotient ring. In this sense, Fact 3 is the 
best possible. 
Recall the following basic terminology from group theory: Let G be a 
group with a normal subgroup N. A subset 9 of G is said to be independent 
modulo N if for any g,,g,ES?, g,g, ‘EN implies g,=gz. This is 
equivalent to saying that elements of 8 belong to distinct cosets of the 
quotient group G/N. A subset R of G is called a basis of G modulo N if :‘R 
is maximal with respect to the property of being independent modulo N. 
This is equivalent to saying that 9’ is a set of representatives of the quotient 
group G/N. All these concepts will be applied to the group G(R) and its 
normal subgroup G,(R) for a given prime ring R. 
Diffi?rential Polynomials and Identities 
Let Q be the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of a given prime ring R. The 
set of all endomorphisms of the abelian additive group (Q, + ) forms a ring 
under pointwise addition and composition multiplication. Elements of 
Der(Q) and G(R) obviously preserve the addition of R and hence are 
endomorphisms of the abelian additive group (Q, + ). Let d(R) be the 
subring generated by Der(Q) and G(R) in the ring of endomorphisms of 
(Q, + ). Intuitively speaking, a differential polynomial (or identity respec- 
tively) with automorphisms and antiautomorphisms is merely a GP (or a 
GPI respectively) involving noncommutative indeterminates acted on by 
elements of b(R). 
DEFINITION. Assume that R is a prime ring and that Q is its two-sided 
Utumi quotient ring and U is its left Utumi quotient ring. 
(1) By a differential polynomial with automorphisms and antiauto- 
morphisms of the ring R, we mean an expression of the form cp(xa), where 
E, E b(R) and where cp(z,) is an ordinary generalized polynomial in distinct 
indeterminates zd and with coefficients in U. 
(2) Let cp be a differential polynomial with automorphisms and anti- 
automorphisms. The expression cp = 0 is said to be a dljjferential identity 
with automorphisms and antiautomorphisms of R, if cp assumes the constant 
value 0 for any assignment of values from R to its indeterminates. 
(3) For brevity, we introduce the following abbreviations: DP for 
differential polynomial; DZ for differential identity; DP(M) (or DZ(A4) 
respectively) for DP (or DI respectively) with automorphisms and 
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antiautomorphisms. Here the letter “M” suggests “-morphism” in the two 
key words “automorphism” and “antiautomorphism.” 
(4) Ordinary generalized polynomials (or generalized polynomial iden- 
tities respectively) are merely DP(M)s (or DI(M)s respectively) without 
derivations, automorphisms, and antiautomorphisms, and, as usual, are 
abbreviated as GPs (or GPZs respectively). 
Basic Identities 
As in [7, 81, the following basic DIs hold in any arbitrary algebra Q 
over a commutative ring C: 
1. (x +y)” =x6 +y”, where 6 E Der(Q). 
2. (xy)” = x6y + xy”, where 6 E Der(Q). 
3. .~yii’z’+6?‘2=.,(x6’)+t(2(xii2), where 6,,6,~Der(Q) and c(,,~,EC. 
4. x6 = ax-xa, where 6 E Der,(Q) is the inner derivation ad(u) 
defined by a E Q. 
5. xc/‘.61 =(x”)” - (x”)~, where p, 6 E Der(Q) and [p, S] is their 
commutator. 
The characteristic of a ring R is defined to be the maximum for the addi- 
tion orders of its elements if such maximum exists, and is defined to be 
infinity if no such maximum exists. 
Assume that the characteristic p of Q is either a prime number > 2 or 
co. This is always the case when R is prime. 
p-times 
6. ( ...((~)=x(“y 
where 6 E Der(Q), if the characteristic of Q is the prime number p > 2. If the 
characteristic of Q is co, then this identity assumes the form x = x. 
The following are basic identities for automorphisms and anti- 
automorphisms of a given ring R: 
7. (~+y)~=x~+y~ for gEG(R). 
8. (xy)” = x”yO for g E Aut(R). 
9. (xy)” = y”x” for v E Ant(R). 
10. x’I = a- ‘xa, where 0 E G,(R) is the inner automorphism defined 
by the invertible element a E U. 
Assume that R is right and left faithful and Q is its two-sided Utumi 
quotient ring. By Facts 2 and 3, all elements of G(R) can be assumed to be 
defined on the whole Q. For g E G(R) and 6 E Der(Q), we define ag by 
X (68) = ((qy for XEQ. 
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It is easy to verify that 8”~ Der(Q). Also, for 6 E Der(Q), if 6 = ad(a) for 
some UEQ, then 6”=ad(aY I). Hence, if sEDer,(Q), then sREDer,(Q). 
Our last basic identity is the following: 
11. .Y@ = x(@)~, where 6 E Der(Q) and go G(R). 
An immediate generalization of 11 is the following 
11 I, (Xk-p62---& = xca:)c$) cb,“k, where li,, 6,, . . . . 6, E Der(Q) and 
ge G(R). 
We have thus finished our list of basic DIs. 
Reduced DP(M)s and Nontrivial DI(M)s 
DEFINITION. Assume that R is a prime ring and that Q is its two-sided 
Utumi quotient ring, and U is its left Utumi quotient ring. Let (M, <) be 
an ordered independent subset of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q) and let 9 be an 
independent subset of G(R) modulo G,(R). 
(1) A DP(M) cp is said to be reduced, with respect to (M, <) and 9, if 
cp assumes the form 
cp = ICI(xPT, 
where A, E SZ(M, < ), g, E B and where $(zijk) is an ordinary generalized 
polynomial in distinct indeterminates zgk with coefficients in U. 
(2) A reduced DP(M) cp = $(.x~~~“) with respect to (M, <) and B’, as 
described above, is said to be nontrivial if the corresponding ordinary 
generalized polynomial $(zilk) is nontrivial. 
(3) A DI(M) cp = 0 is said to be reduced with respect to (M, <) and 9 
if the DP(M) cp is reduced with respect to (M, <) and 9. 
(4) A reduced DI(M) cp = 0 is said to be nontrivial if the reduced DP(M) 
cp is nontrivial. 
The following important fact is implicit in Kharchenko’s path-breaking 
work [7]: 
FACT 5. Assume that R is a prime ring with the extended centroid C and 
Q is its two-sided Utumi quotient ring. Let (M, <) he an ordered basis of 
Der(Q) module Der,(Q) and let 3 be a basis of G(R) modulo Gi( R). Then 
by means of the basic identities 1-11 for the C-algebra Q, any arbitrary 
DP(M) cp can be transformed into a reduced DP(M) with respect to (M, <) 
and W. 
Proof: An element o E b(R) is called a word if o assumes the form 
O=EIEz...E,, where si E Der( Q) u G(R) for i = 1, . . . . n. If all Ed are deriva- 
tions in Der(Q), then UJ is particularly called a derivation word. Also, we 
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interpret c1 E C as an endomorphism of the abelian group (Q, +) via right 
multiplication. We describe a procedure as follows: 
Step 1. Any derivation word can be written in the form CsA,A:a,, 
where a, E C, Ai are compositions of inner derivations in Der,(Q), and A, 
are regular derivation words in (M, <): Let o be a given derivation word, 
say O=E, . ..E., where each si E Der(Q). We proceed by induction on the 
length n of o to show that o can be written in the desired form. Express 
each si as a right C-linear combination of derivations in M and an inner 
derivation in Der, (Q). If n = 1, we are done. So we assume that n > 1 and, 
as our induction hypothesis, we also assume that the assertion holds for 
derivation words of length less than n. Observe the identity: ZS = a6 + 6a 
for Seder and ac C. This follows immediately from the basic identity 
2: For xeR, xX*= (xa)” = xda + xa* = ,+ + zd. By means of this identity, w  
can be written as a C-linear combination of derivation words of the form 
6, . . .6,, where 6, E Mu Der, (Q), and derivation words of length less than 
n. Derivation words of length less than n are done by the induction 
hypothesis. It s&ices to prove the assertion for derivation words of the 
form 6, ..t 6,, where 6, EM u Der,(Q). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that the given derivation word u is of this form. The basic identity 
5 says that ~6 = 6~ + [p, S] for ,u, 6 E Der(Q). Note that [p, S] is itself a 
derivation and hence, as a derivation word, is of length 1. By using this 
basic identity 5 repeatedly, we can permute the derivations in a given 
derivation word modulo a sum of shorter derivation words. Applying this 
to the derivation word o, we may assume 
0 = 6, . . . 6,s6,r+ 1 . . ‘6, + derivation words of length less than n, 
where 6 ,,..., ~,EM, 6,~ ... <6,, and 6,+ ,,..., s,EDer,(Q). By the induc- 
tion hypothesis, it suffices to look at the derivatin word o’ = 6, . .. 6,. If 
s < n, we are done, again by the induction hypothesis. So we may assume 
s = n. By collecting equal terms, we may write w’ =&I . .. ~2, where 
p,, . . . . POEM, pi < ... <pL,,sl, . . . . s,>O, and s1 + ... +s,=n. If the 
characteristic of the given prime ring R is co, w’ is already a regular deriva- 
tion word with respect to M and we are done. So assume that the charac- 
teristic of R is a prime p > 2. If s, <p for all i = 1, . . . . m, then o’ is again a 
regular derivation word with respect to M and again we are done. So 
assume some sj >p. By the basic identity 6, 6 = pf is also a derivation in 
Der(Q). But then 
The last expression shows that the derivation word w’ is of length 
n-p + 1, which is strictly less than n. We are done by the induction 
hypothesis. 
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Step 2. For any word WE&?(R), the DP(M) Y’ can be written in the 
form 
where d,gSZ(M, <), gE& and a:.“, h’,“~ Q: Let WE b(R) be a word. By 
means of the basic identity 11, the (anti)automorphisms g E G(R) occurring 
in the expression of w can be pushed outside of the derivations occurring 
in the expression of w. Hence we can write 
w=s, . ..6.,h, . ..h n, 
where s;EDer(Q) (i= 1, . . . . m) and hi E G(R) (i = 1, . . . . n). Using the proce- 
dure of Step 1, the derivation word 6, . ‘6, can be written, by means of 
the basic identities 1-6, in the form 6,-..6,=C,d,d:cc,, where cc,~C,d: 
are compositions of inner derivations in Der,(Q), and A,, are regular 
derivation words in (M, <). Set h = h, . h, E G(R) and write h = gg’, where 
g E .@ and g’ E G,(R). For an indeterminate x, we have 
Note that (A:)‘“-” is still also a composition of inner derivations in 
Der,(Q). By means of the basic identities 4 and 10, (A:)‘“-” and g’ can be 
expressed in terms of elements of Q. Hence x(I) can be written in the 
reduced form 
where A, E R(M, <), g E 99, and al”, hj” E Q, as desired. 
Step 3. DP(M)s of the form 9, where E E b(R): Any element E E d(R) 
is a sum of words in b(R), say E = z w, where o E b(R) are words. For an 
indeterminate x, the DP(M) xE = 1 xW. By Step 2, each DP(M) xm can be 
transformed into the reduced form and hence so does the DP(M) x’. 
Step 4. General case: Now consider an arbitrary DP(M) cp(xF). 
Express each x9 in reduced forms as explained in Step 3 and substitute 
these reduced expressions into cp(x?). Expanding the resulting expression, 
we obtain our desired reduced form of cp(xj~). 
The following definition is crucially important: 
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DEFINITION. A DP(M) cp is said to be nontrivial if and only if, by means 
of the basic identities l-11, the given DP(M) cp gives rise to a nontrivial 
reduced DP(M) with respect to some ordered basis (M, <) of Der(Q) 
modulo Der,(Q) and some basis .9? of G(R) modulo G,(R). A DI(M) cp = 0 
is said to be nontrivial if and only if cp is a nontrivial DP(M). 
Remark. For a given prime ring R, let (M, <) be an ordered basis of 
Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q) and let 92 be a basis of G(R) modulo G,(R). Note 
that, in the reduced DP(M)s defined in [7], where only automorphisms 
are involved, automorphisms are put on the left-hand side of derivations 
instead of on the right-hand side of derivations as we do here. Let us call 
the reduced DP(M)s defined here, where elements g of 9 are put on the 
right-hand side of derivation words A E Q(M, <), right reduced. Alter- 
natively, we may also define a left reduced DP(M) by putting elements g 
of 9 on the left-hand side of derivation words A EQ(M, <) as in [7]. 
By means of the basic identities l-11, any DP(M) can be similarly 
transformed into a left reduced DP(M) thus defined. Now the natural 
question to ask is: 
(1) With respect to given (M, <) and 9, is the nontriviality of a DP(M) 
independent of the definition of reduced DP(M)s used: right reduced forms 
as here, or left reduced forms as in [7]? 
Actually the following two, more fundamental questions were ignored in 
Kharchenko’s work [6, 71 and have also been deliberately avoided in this 
paper: 
(2) With respect to (M, <) and CZ, does a DP(M) give rise to a unique 
right (or left) reduced DP(M)? 
(3) Is the nontriviality of a DP(M) independent of the choice of (M, <) 
and &?? 
In fact, all three questions have affirmative answers. We can give a free 
product treatment of DP(M)s and prove all three questions. But, since this 
sort of universal mapping argument is rather lengthy (as usual) and does 
not seem immediately relevant to our main theme here, these matters will 
be taken up elsewhere. Assuming these affirmative answers, it really does 
not matter whether left or right reduced DP(M)s are used, as far as only 
the nontriviality of a DI(M) is concerned, which is exactly what our main 
theorem needs. Actually, our argument given here also works for left 
reduced DP(M)s as well. However, for deeper theorems about DI(M)s, 
such as Theorem 3 of [7], Theorem 2 of [S], or the main theorem of [2], 
we must consider right reduced DP(M)s. A counterexample is constructed 
in [23 to show the falsity of Theorem 7 of [lo], where the involution * is 
put on the left-hand side of derivations. For left reduced multilinear 
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DP(M)s, we will explain, in our second paper, why Theorem 3 of [7], 
where only automorphisms are involved, holds but Theorem 7 of [lo], 
where involution is involved, fails. 
Basic Formula 
We recall some important formulas from [7] together with additional 
definitions: Let Q’ be the opposite ring of Q, that is, Q’ is the additive 
group (Q, +) endowed with the multiplication defined by a0 b = ba for a, 
b E Q. Let R’ denote the opposite copy of R in Q’. Let Z denote the ring 
of integers. The tensor product Q 0, Q’ forms a ring in a natural way. 
Let B denote the subring of Q gz Q’ generated by elements of the form 
r 0 1 and 1 0 r’, where Y E R and Y’ E R’. Elements of B are of the form 
Cir,@ri, where r,ERu (1) and r:ER’u (1). For aEU, crEAut(R) and 
P=Cjri@riEQ@, Q’, where riEQ, r:EQ’, we define a*,/?=Cirlary. 
For aeU and oEAut(R), let a-Lm={/?EB:a*OB=O}. For VEB, let 
V’O={~EU:~*, V=O} [6,p. 1341. 
Suppose that E is an endomorphism of the additive group (Q, + ). For 
p=C,r,@r:EB, where r,EQ and r:EQ’, we define /Y=C,r~@r~EB. (By 
the universal mapping property of tensor product, this is well-defined!) If 
E is a derivation of Q, then the mapping fi I-+ 8” defines a derivation of 
Q Oz Q’. Similarly, if E is an automorphism of Q, then the mapping p H /? 
also defines an automorphism of Q Oz Q’. But if E is an antiautomorphism 
of Q, then the mapping /I I--+ 8” is not an antiautomorphism of Q Oz Q’ in 
genral! 
Asin[7,p.156],foraEUandP=CirjOr:EQ0.Q’,whereriEQand 
r: E Q’, we define a. fi = xi r:ar,. For a E U, let a’ = {j? E B : a. b = 0). For 
V E B, let VI = (a E U : a. j = 0). Note that, if we let 1 denote the multi- 
plication identity of the group Aut(R), then a ./?, al, and V’ are simply 
the same as a *, /3, aLi and VI’, respectively. Also, observe that for a E U, 
aEAut(R), and /DEB, a*,/l=a.P”. 
Let f(x) be a linear expression in the variable x only. If p = 1, ri@ ri E B, 
where ri E R and r;.E R’, then we define f(x). /II = xi rif(r,x). Clearly, 
if f(x) assumes the constant value 0 on R, then so does f(x) .p. Let 
A = S,6, ... 6, be a regular derivation word in the ordered basis (A4, <) of 
Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q). Assume that 6, = 6, = . = 6, # 6,+ , . Note that, 
by the definition of regular derivation words, if the characteristic of R is a 
prime number p > 2, then 0 < s <p. For G E Aut( R) and /I E B, we have 
(ax’“b) . fl= (a. jj”) xnob + $(a. @I”) dx6?-“bmrrb + . , (1) 
where the dots denote a sum of terms dx”“b in which A’ <A. If 0 is the 
identity 1 of Aut(R), then (1) assumes the simpler form 
(axAb)~/?=(a~fl)xAb+s(a~~s~)x”2”~”mb+ . . . . (1’) 
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Martindale Quotient Rings 
The original results in Kharchenko’s path-breaking work [6-81 and the 
later generalization to differential identities with involution are all for- 
mulated in terms of Martindale quotient rings. It might be proper here to 
explain the connection between Kharchenko’s formulation and ours. Let us 
recall the definitions needed and then give a precise formulation of these 
cited results. 
Assume that R is both right and left faithful. A two-sided ideal of R is 
said to be two-sided dense if it is both left dense as a left ideal and right 
dense as a right ideal. It is easy to see that a two-sided ideal I of R is two- 
sided dense if and only if for any a E R, al= 0 or la = 0 implies a = 0. For 
a semiprime ring, a two-sided ideal is two-sided dense if and only if it inter- 
sects nontrivially any nonzero two-sided ideal of the given ring. Such two- 
sided ideals are also said to be essential. For a prime ring, a two-sided ideal 
is two-sided dense if and only if it is nonzero. The ring consisting of all left 
quotients of R relative to the filter of two-sided dense two-sided ideals of 
R is called the left Martindale quotient ring of R and will be denoted by U, 
(see [ 111 for the definition and the construction in the prime case). The left 
Martindale quotient ring U, can also be characterized axiomatically as 
follows (see [S] for the semiprime case): 
Axiom 1. RE U,. 
Axiom 2. For each a E UO, there exists a two-sided dense two-sided 
ideal I of R such that la G R. 
Axiom 3. If I is a two-sided dense two-sided ideal of R and if 
r: ,J+ RR is a left R-module homomorphism, then there exists a unique 
a E U, such that t(x) = xa for all x E I. 
The left Martindale quotient ring U, can be naturally embedded as a 
subring of the left Utumi quotient ring U of R. Analogous to the definition 
of the two-sided Utumi quotient ring Q of R, the subset Q0 of U, defined 
by 
Q, = {x E U, : XZG R for some two-sided dense two-sided ideal I of R) 
forms a subring of the left Martindale quotient ring U, and is called the 
two-sided Martindale quotient ring of R. The ring Q0 is essentially the inter- 
section of the left and the right Martindale quotient rings of R. Obviously, 
Q, can be naturally embedded as a subring of Q. Also, both the center of 
Q, and the center of U, are equal to the extended centroid C of R. 
By an R-valued derivation of a two-sided dense two-sided ideal I of R, 
we mean a map 6: I+ R satisfying: (x + y)’ = xd + yd and (xy)” = X”Y + xys 
for all x, y E I. Two such R-valued derivations of two-sided dense two-sided 
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ideals of R are identified if they coincide on a two-sided dense two-sided 
ideal of R. Let D(R) denote the set of all such R-valued derivations on two- 
sided dense two-sided ideals of R. By Fact 1, all R-valued derivations of 
two-sided dense two-sided ideals of R can be uniquely extended to deriva- 
tions of U and can be characterized as follows: A derivation 6 of U is an 
R-valued derivation of a two-sided dense two-sided ideal of R if and only 
if there exists a two-sided dense two-sided ideal I of R such that I’ G R. 
Obviously, D(R) forms a right C-vector space and includes both Der(R) . C 
and Der,(&) as C-subspaces; in notation: D(R) I> Der( R) C + Der,(Q,). 
In Kharchenko’s work [7] and the later generalization [2, lo], deriva- 
tions are assumed to be in D(R) and regular derivation words are defined 
with respect to an ordered basis (44, <) of the C-space D(R) modulo the 
C-subspace Der,(Q,). 
We collect some simple properties we need in the following: 
FACT 6. If R is both right and left faithful, then the following hold: 
(1) D(R)EDer(U,,). 
(2) D(R) s Der(Q,,) c Der(Q). 
(3) Aut(R) c Aut( U,). 
(4) G(R) z G(Q,) c G(Q). 
If R is semiprime, then the following hold: 
(5) Der(Q) n DerJ U) = Der,(Q). 
(6) D(R)nDer,(U)=D(R)nDer,(Q)=D(R)nDer(Q,). 
(7) Aut(Q) n Auti( U) = Auti(Q). 
(8) G(R)nAut,(U)=G(R)nAut,(Q)=G(R)nAuti(QO). 
Proof: Let 6 E D(R) be an R-valued derivation map defined on a 
two-sided dense two-sided ideal I, of R. For a E U,, let I, be a two-sided 
dense two-sided ideal of R such that I, a c R. Set I= I, n I, and J= I’. 
Note that J is also a two-sided dense two-sided ideal of R. We 
have Js = (12)6 = I”I+ II’ c I and (Ja)’ G (I(Ia))6 c (IR)’ c I’ c R. Hence 
Ja’ E ( Ja)6 + J&a E R + Ia G R. So a6 E UO and ( 1) is proved. 
Analogously, if a falls in the right Martindale quotient ring of R, then so 
does u6. But Q, is the intersection of the left and the right Martindale 
quotient rings of R. So if a E Q,, then a6 E QO. Hence the first inclusion of 
(2) is proved. 
To show the second inclusion of (2), note that Q is also the two-sided 
Utumi quotient ring of Q,. Let 6 E Der(Q,,). For any a E Q, since a E U, by 
Fact 1, as falls in the left Utumi quotient ring U of Q, and symmetrically, 
a’ also falls in the right Utumi quotient ring of Q,. But Q is also the two- 
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sided Utumi quotient ring of Q, and hence is the intersection of the left and 
the right Utumi quotient rings of QO. So for any a E Q, as falls in the two- 
sided Utumi quotient ring Q of Q,. That is, Qd E Q. Hence 6 E Der(Q), as 
desired. Thus (2) is proved. 
To prove (3) let 0 E Aut(R). For UE U,, pick a two-sided dense two- 
sided ideal 1 of R such that la E R. Then Pa” = (Zu)‘~ R” = R. But I” is 
also a two-sided dense two-sided ideal of R. So aa E U, as desired. 
Since Q is also the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of QO, the second 
inclusion of (4) follows from Facts 2 and 3. To see the first inclusion, let 
UE Q,, and let I be a two-sided dense two-sided ideal of R such that 
alu Ia E R. For g E G, aRZR u IRag s Rg = R. Since Ig is also a two-sided 
dense two-sided ideal of R, a” E QO, as desired. 
To prove (5) let a E U be such that ad(u) E Der(Q). Since U is also the 
left Utumi quotient ring of Q, there exists a dense left ideal 1 of Q such that 
ia s Q. Then ai s (aA - ia) + Aa E Aadcrr) + AZ G Q. Let I= 1Q be the two- 
sided ideal of Q generated by 1. By the semiprimeness of Q, the two-sided 
ideal Z, including the dense left ideal %, is two-sided dense. Hence a falls in 
the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of Q, which is equal to Q itself. 
To prove (6) since D(R) n DerJ U) 2 D(R) n Deri(Q) 2 D(R) n 
Der,(Q,), it suffices to show D(R) n Der;( U) = D(R) n Der,( Q,): Let a E U 
be such that ad(a) E D(R). Let I be a two-sided dense two-sided ideal of R 
such that I”d’“‘~R. Let A=(xEZ:XUER} and p={x~I:ax~R}. 
Suppose that x E IL. Then xa E R and ax - xa = xad(“) E lad@) c R. So 
ax = (ax - xa) + xa = xad@) +xa~ R and hence x~p. So i*cp. Similarly, 
p E A and hence j” = p. Thus E. is a two-sided ideal of R. By the defining 
axiom 2 for U, Ra-’ is left dense. The two-sided ideal 2, being equal to 
In Rae’, is also left dense and, by the semiprimeness of R, must be 
two-sided dense. We have found a two-sided dense two-sided ideal ,I( =p) 
such that %as R and aA c R. So aE Q0 and hence ad(a)EDer,(Q,), as 
desired. 
To prove (7), let a E U be invertible such that aQapl E Q. Since U is also 
the left Utumi quotient ring of Q, there exists a dense left ideal I of Q such 
that la-’ c Q. By (0) of Fact 0, Aa-’ is a dense left ideal of Q. Now 
a(la-‘Q) E (ala-‘) Q E Q. But the two-sided ideal La-IQ of Q, including 
the dense left ideal Aa-‘, must be two-sided dense, by the semiprimeness of 
Q. So a falls in its two-sided Utumi quotient ring of Q, which is equal to 
Q itself. 
Property (8) is proved similarly: Let a E U be invertible such that 
aRa- ’ E R. There exists a dense left ideal I of R such that lap1 c R. 
By (0) of Fact 0, the left ideal lap1 of R is left dense. So a(;la-‘R)c 
(ala-‘) R c R. But the two-sided ideal la - ‘R of R of R, including the 
dense left ideal Aa-‘, must be two-sided dense itself, by the semiprimeness 
of R. So a E QO, as desired. 
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From the fact D(R) A Der,( Q,) = D(R) n Deri( Q), any independent 
subset M of the C-space D(R) modulo the C-subspace D(R) n Der(Q,) 
must also be an independent subset of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q). Hence the 
notion of regular derivation words in Kharchenko’s original work [7] 
(and also in [2, lo]) is merely a special instance of our more general 
context here, 
I. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
From here to the end of the paper, we always assume the following: 
(1) R is a prime ring; 
(2) Q is R’s two-sided Utumi quotient ring; 
(3) U is R’s left Utumi quotient ring; 
(4) C is R’s extended centroid. 
Linear Generalized Polynomial Identities with a Single Antiautomorphism 
Let v E Ant(R). A DP(M) cp of the form 
cp = f a,xb,+ f cix”d,, 
i= I ,=I 
where ai, bi, c,, djE U, is called a linear generalized polynomial with the 
single antiautomorphism v, or simply, with a single antiautomorphism, 
if the antiautomorphism v is understood. Accordingly, the DI(M) given by 
cp = 0 is called a linear generalized polynomial identity with the single 
antiautomorphism v, or simply, with a single antiautomorphism. For a sub- 
set Y of Ant(R), if v E Y, then cp is called a linear generalized polynomial 
with a single antiautomorphism in Y. The identity map of R can be an 
antiautomorphism of R when and only when R is commutative. Assume 
that the antiautomorphism v of cp is not the identity of G(R). Then cp as 
given in the above expression is trivial if and only if xi aiOc bi = 
~,c,@~ d,= 0. Following the abbreviations introduced in Section 0, a 
linear generalized polynomial (or identity) with a single antiautomorphism 
(in 9’) is abbreviated as a linear GP (or GPI respectively) with a single 
antiautomorphism (in Y). 
We begin with the following lemma, whose proof is based on a computa- 
tion in Theorem 1 of [ 111 (or Theorem 3 of [lo]). 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a prime ring. If R satisfies a nontrivial linear 
generalized polynomial identity with a single antiautomorphism, then R 
satisfies a nontrivial ordinary GPI. 
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ProoJ Assume that R satisfies a nontrivial linear generalized polyno- 
mial identity with a single antiautomorphism 
q?(x) = i a,xb,+ f c, x “d, = 0, 
r=l j= 1 
where v is a non-identity antiautomorphism of R. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that a,, . . . . a, are linearly independent over C. 
Ifn>l, then, by Lemma1 of [7], thereexistsflEBsuch thatBEr);=2a: 
and such that /? 4 a:. Consider q(x). /?. Obviously, q(x). fi vanishes on R. 
Also, q(x). p contains only one nonzero term involving x, namely the 
term (a, .fi) xb,, and hence is a nontrivial GP of R with a single 
antiautomorphism. Replacing q(x) by q(x). fi, we may assume from the 
start that the nontrivial GPI of R with a single antiautomorphism is of the 
simpler form 
cp(x)=uxb+ 2 cjx”d,=O. 
,= I 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that c,, . . . . c, are linearly inde- 
pendent over C. Pick a dense left ideal 1 of R such that la c R. For r E I, 
cp(rax) = u(rux) b + f c,(rux)’ d, 
j=l 
= (uru) xb + f c,x”(ru)” d,. 
/=I 
(Note that we cannot write (ru)” = u”r” in general, since the 
antiautomorphism v may not be defined on a E U!) Multiplying q(x) from 
the left-hand side by ur, we have 
urcp(x) = uruxb + 5 (urc,j) x’d]. 
j=l 
Hence 
m  m  
q(rax) - urcp(x) = C c,x”(ru)” dj- C (arc,) x’d,. 
j= I j= 1 
Set 
+(x) = (p(rux(ym’)) - urcp(x”-I’) 
=,g, c,x(ru)” dj- f (arci) xd,. 
j= I 
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Then obviously, Ii/(x) = 0 is a linear ordinary GPI of R. By Lemma 2 of 
[ 111, the left coefficients cl, . . . . c,,, arc,, . . . . arc,,, of the indeterminate x in 
$ are linearly dependent over C. We can finish our proof by quoting the 
main theorem in [ 121. However, we give here a direct argument, which 
also furnishes an alternative proof of the main theorem in [ 121. Let 
c 4rn- 1(x,, . . . . Th, YI,  .‘.1 Y,,  ,) be the Capelli polynomial defined on 
page 12 [13]. By [13, Theorem 7.6.16, p. 2851, 
C 4m- I (cl, . . . . c,, arcI, . . . . arcm,yl, . . . . yZm ,)=O 
holds for any y, , . . . . yZrn. , E R and any arbitrary r E I.. Hence the GPI 
C4m-1(c,, . . . . c,, axe,, . . . . axc,,y,, . . . . yzm ,)=O 
holds on the dense left ideal 2 of R and hence must also hold on the whole 
ring R by the result of [ 11. We verify that the ordinary GP 
C 4m~I(~,,...,~,,,axcl, . . ..axc.,y,, ...,Y~~- ,) 
is nontrivial as follows: Expand the linearly C-independent set {c, , . . . . c, > 
into a basis ?8 = {c,, . . . . c,, c, + , , c,, 2, . ..} of U over C. Write a as a 
C-linear combination of elements of 99: a = 1; c(,c,, where C(~ E C and ci E &?. 
Substitute this expression of a into Cdrnp ,(c,, . . . . c,, axe,, . . . . axe,,,, ,v,, . . . . 
y,,_ I) and, using the multilinearity of the Capelli polynomial, write 
C4m- l(cl, . . . . c,, axe,, . . . . axe,, y,, . . . . yzm ,) as a C-linear combination of 
.$%-monomials as explained in [ 11. Since a # 0, some rr # 0. Let us say 
cc,#O. It is easy to see that the coefficient of the %monomial 
Cl YlC2 Y2 . C,,ym(C;,XC,)?‘rn+,(C,XCz)ym+2.‘.y2rn~ I(C,XC*) 
in the above expansion is CI:, which is nonzero by our choice of c(,. Hence 
C4”, -,(c,, . . . . c,, a=,, . . . . axc,,yl, ...,Y~~. ,I 
is a nontrivial GP and gives rise to our desired nontrivial ordinary GPI 
of R. 
Linear Differential Identities with (Anti)automorphisms 
Let (M, <) be an ordered independent subset of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q) 
and let .49 be an independent subset of G(R) modulo G,(R). A reduced 
DP(M) cp is said to be linear in the indeterminate x if cp assumes the form 
cp = c a,jxAggj b,, 
‘,I 
where di E Q(M, < ), g, E 9 and ak, b, are reduced DP( M )s not involving 
the indeterminate x. In the above expression of the DP(M) cp, if all a;,, b, 
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are merely elements of U, then the DP(M) cp is said to be linear. In other 
words, a reduced DP(M) is said to be linear if it involves only one indeter- 
minate and is linear in this indeterminate. A reduced DP(M) is said to be 
multilinear if it is linear in each indeterminate which it involves. A multi- 
linear reduced DP(M) in the indeterminates x,, . . . . x, is a sum of terms of 
the form 
Q,X!‘~’ 11 a, . ..a.~,x~““a,, 
where a,, uj E U, dj E sZ( M, < ), g, E B? for j = 1, . . . . n and where x,, , . . . . xin is 
a permutation of xi, . . . . x,. A reduced DI(M) Cp=O is said to be linear in 
x (multilinear, linear respectively), if the corresponding reduced DP(M) cp 
is linear in x (multilinear, linear respectively). 
The following lemma is crucial in our proof and is essentially our version 
of Lemmas 2 and 3 of [7] and Theorem 1 of [lo] (or Lemma 3 of [2]). 
LEMMA 2. Let R he a prime ring and let Q he its two-sided Utumi 
quotient ring. Let (M, <) be an ordered independent subset of Der(Q) 
mod&o Der,(Q) and let 9 be an independent subset of G(R) module G,(R). 
Set 
Zf the prime ring R satisfies a nontrivial reduced linear DZ(M) with respect 
to (M, -c) and 9, then R satisfies a nontrivial linear GPZ with a single 
antiautomorphism in the set Y. 
As applictions, we show that Lemma 2 above indeed generalizes Lem- 
mas 2 and 3 of [7] and Theorem 1 of [lo]: First, let B = { 1 }, where 1 is 
the identity automorphism of Q. We compute the set Y as defined in 
Lemma 2 above: If R is commutative, then the identity map 1 is also an 
antiautomorphism of Q and hence Y = { 11. If R is noncommutative, then 
Y = 0 (the empty set). That is, 
Y= 
1 
1 if R is commutative. 
0 if R is noncommutative. 
In either case, linear GPIs with a single antiautomorphism in Y are merely 
ordinary linear GPIs and must be trivial by Lemma 2 of [ 111. Hence 
Lemma 2 above gives Lemma 2 of [7] as a special instance. Next, let 
~8 E Aut(R), that is, let W consist entirely of automorphisms of R. If R is 
noncommutative, then Y = 0 (the empty set), since 9n Ant(R)= 0. 
If the ring R is commutative, then any element of .% is also an 
antiautomorphism of R and hence Y = (6 ‘v : 0, v E B}. That is, 
‘v: (T, VEX} gAut(R), if R is commutative; 
if R is noncommutative. 
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By Lemma 1 of [ 1 l] again for the noncommutative R or by the well- 
known Dedekind lemma for the commutative R, the prime ring R does not 
satisfy any nontrivial linear GPI with a single antiautomorphism in Y. 
Hence Lemma 2 above gives Lemma 3 of [7] as a special instance. Finally, 
assume that R is endowed with an involution *. Let 9 = {*, 1). Then 
Y=&?orY=(*j according to whether R is commutative or not. Hence 
Lemma 2 above also gives Theorem 1 of [lo] or Lemma 3 of [2] as a 
special instance. 
The following consequence of Lemma 2 is our versions of Theorem 2 of 
[7], Theorem 4 of [lo], and Lemma 4 of [2]: 
Lemma 3. Let R be a prime ring and let Q be its two-sided Utumi 
quotient ring. Let (kf, <) be an ordered independent subset of Der(Q) 
modulo Der,(Q) and let 9 be an independent subset of G(R) module G,(R). 
Set 
Y= (o-1 v: a~S?nAut(R)andv~gnAnt(R)}. 
Assume that cp(~$“~) = 0 is a reduced multilinear DI(M) of the prime ring 
R, where A,ER(M, <), gk E.%? and (p(zijk) is an ordinary GP in distinct 
indeterminates z@. If R does not satisfy any nontrivial linear GPI with a 
single antiautomorphism in 9, then cp(zijk) = 0 is a GPI of the prime ring R. 
Proof: Assume that R does not satisfy any nontrivial linear GPI with 
a single antiautomorphism in Y. By Lemma 2, any linear DI(M) of R 
which is reduced with respect to (M, <) and S? must be trivial. Let us 
assign arbitrarily certain fixed values from the prime ring R to all of the 
indeterminates x2, x3, . . . . other than x1 in the multilinear DP(M) cp(xF). 
The resulting expression q(“(x 1 ) - f gk 0, being a linear DI(M) of the prime 
ring R and being reduced with respect to (M, <) and s?, must be trivial. 
Thus the identity cp(‘)(z,,,) =O, obtained from (p(‘)(~;l’~~) =0 by substi- 
tuting the new indetermimates zuk for x;l’Rk, is also trivial and hence holds 
trivially on the ring R. Since the values assigned to the indeterminates 
x2, x3, . . . . are completely arbitrary, the identity cp(z,,,, ~4’““)~~ 2 = 0, 
obtained from ‘~(xP/~~) = 0 by substituting zlik for xpRk, also holds on R. 
Continuing in this manner, we can finally replace all xpg’ in (p(xp’gk) = 0 by 
the new distinct indeterminates zijk and thus obtain the ordinary GPI 
(p(z&) = 0 of the prime ring R, as desired. 
Proof of Main Theorem 
Let q(x) be a DP(M) involving the indeterminate x (and perhaps also 
some others). Let y be an indeterminate not occurring in cp. The DP(M) 
cp(x + y) - q(x) - q(y) is called the the DP(M) obtained by linearization 
with respect to the indeterminate x. As for ordinary GPs without deriva- 
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tions and (anti)automorphisms, if a nontrivial reduced DP(M) is not linear 
in the indeterminate x, then the DP(M) obtained by linearization with 
respect to this indeterminate x is also nontrivial. By repeating the lineariza- 
tion process, we can always obtain a nontrivial multilinear DP(M) from a 
given nontrivial DP(M). Hence, if a ring satisfies a nontrivial DI(M), then 
this ring also satisfies a nontrivial multilinear DI(M). 
Assuming Lemma 2 in the above, we are now ready to give 
Proof of Main Theorem. Let us fix an ordered basis (M, <) of Der(Q) 
modulo Der,(Q) and a basis 9 of G(R) modulo G,(R). As explained above, 
we may assume that the ring R satisfies a nontrivial, reduced, multilinear 
DI(M) II/(x”jRk) = 0, where Aj~ Q(M, <), g, E 9 and where @(zijk) is a non- 
trivial ordinary GP in distinct indeterminates zgk. Assume on the contrary 
that the ring R does not satisfy any nontrivial ordinary GPIs. By Lemma 1, 
the ring R does not satisfy any nontrivial linear GPI with a single 
antiautomorphism either. By Lemma 3, the ring R satisfies the ordinary 
GPI $(z&=O. This is a contradiction. 
II. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Before proceeding to the proof of Lemma 2, we need additional notions 
about linear DP(M)s. First, let N be the set of all nonnegative integers 
(0, 1,2, . ..}. For each nonnegative integer n 2 0, let fi = { ie N : 0 6 i-c n}. 
Hence, 0 is simply the empty set @ and, if n > 0, fi = (0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }. Let 
(A, + ) be an abelian group with the addition operation +. Assume that 
for each i E fi, ai E A. Then for each n > 0, we define 
c a,=a,+ ... +a,-,. 
iEfi 
We also postulate that 
t e a ,sO ai= h dd’t’ 1 ion identity 0 of the abelian group (A, + ). 
Let (M, <) be an ordered independent subset of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q) 
and let 9 be an independent subset of G(R) modulo G,(R). A linear 
reduced DP(M) cp (with respect to (M, <) and ~49) in the indeterminate x 
can be written in the form 
dx)= c 2 a~l,xAgb~~, ictH.d~Q(M, <) rcS(g.A) (2) 
where each n( g, A) E N depends on g E 9, A E SZ(M, < ) and vanishes for all 
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but finitely many gE9, d E 52(M, <). The DP(M) q(x) given in (2) is 
nontrivial if and only if 
IEn c 
for some g E 9 and A E 52(M, <). For given A E G(M, <) and gE W, 
Ag is said to occur nontrivially in the DP(M) cp if and only if 
Cjsfi(g, A) ‘br!d Oc bh,L ~0. An element go% is said to occur nontrivially in 
the linear DP(M) q(x) if and only if Ag occurs nontrivially in cp for some 
A E Q(M, <). The support of the linear DP(M) cp (with respect to (M, <) 
and 9) is defined to be the set 
{ g E B : g occurs nontrivially in q(x) ). 
For g in the support of cp, the set 
(A E R(M, < ): Ag occurs nontrivially in q(x)} 
is a nonempty finite set and hence possesses a unique <-greatest element. 
Thus, for each g in the support of cp, we define A,,, to be the <-greatest 
regular derivation word of the nonempty finite set {A E Q(M, <): Ag occurs 
nontrivially in q(x)}. For Ag occurring nontrivially in cp, where 
A ER(M, <) and ge 9, by picking an expression of cp such that n(g, A) is 
minimal possible, we may assume that in the expression (2) of the linear 
DP(M) cp, the set {ub!L:j E n(g, A)} of left coefftcients of xdg and the 
set {bb;‘L:jgn(g, A)} of right coefficients of ,Y”~ are both C-linearly 
independent. 
Again, let (M, <) be an ordered independent subset of Der( Q) modulo 
Der,(Q) and let 3 be an independent subset of G(R) modulo G,(R). Let 
9(M, B) denote the set of all linear DP(M)s in the variable x which are 
reduced with respect to (M, <) and 9. We define a partial order < on 
Y(M, 93) as follows: Let ‘p,, ‘pz E 9(M, 9). We define ‘p, < ‘pz if either of 
the following conditions holds: 
(1) The support of cp, is a proper subset of the support of q2 
(2) The support of ‘p, is equal to the support of cpz and A,,,, < A.,,, 
for all g in the support of ‘p, and A,,,, < A.,,, for at least one g in the 
support of 43,. 
Here, the important thing to observe is that if M is finite, then the partial 
order < defined on Y(M, W) is well-founded. That is, there does not exist 
an infinite sequence cpi~ Ip(M, W) (i=O, 1, 2, . ...) such that q,+, < cp, for 
i=O, 1,2, . Let I%? and B be finite subsets of A4 and 9, respectively. Then 
the partial order < on S?(&?, &!) is well-founded. Note that the partial 
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order < on ~?(ii;r, B) is the restriction of the partial order < on Y(M, 9). 
Note also that, for a given cp E LZ’(M, 9), there exist finite subsets R, 6% of 
M, B, respectively, such that cp E .Y(ii;r, B). 
As before, let (M, < ) be an ordered independent subset of Der( Q) 
modulo Der,(Q) and let 9 be an independent subset of G(R) modulo 
G,(R). Assume h E G(R). We define h&Y = { hg : g E 9) and Mh = hMh ’ = 
{hsh~‘:6EM}=(6h:6EM}, h w  ere hh = h6h ~ ‘. We also define the linear 
order ch on Mh as follows: For 6,, 6, EM, 6: ch 8: if and only if 6, < 6,. 
Obviously, h2 is also an independent subset of G(R) modulo G,(R) and 
(Mh, <“) is also an ordered independent subset of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q). 
If d (or (M, <) respectively) is a basis of G(R) modulo G,(R) (or an 
ordered basis of Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q) respectively), then so is hB (or 
(Mb, < “) respectively). As explained in Section 0, the linear order ch on Mh 
can be extended to SZ(Mh, < ‘). For a derivation word A = 6,6, ... 6,, 
where ~,EM (i= 1, . . ..m). we set Ah=dfdfj...iiL. The following two facts 
are obvious: 
(1) AEQ(M,<) if and only if Ah~Q(Mh,ch); 
(2) For A,,A,EQ(M,<), A,<A,ifandonlyifA:<hAi. 
Suppose that ME Y(M) 9%‘) is given by the expression (2). For 
h E G(R), we have 







The expression (2’) above gives the reduced expression of the DP(M) 
cp(x”) with respect to (M”, <“) and hR The following facts are obvious: 
(1) cp(x)~T(M,%‘) if and only if cp(xh)edp(Mh, ha). 
(2) For (P(X)E .Y(M, a), the regular derivation word A+,p(shj,hg with 
respect to (M”, <“) and h$% is equal to 
(A V,XI,g with respect to (M, <) and B)“. 
(3) The support of cp(xh) with respect to (Mh, ch) and hS2 is equal 
to the set 
{ hg : g is in the support of cp with respect to (M, <) and B >. 
(4) For q,(x), cpz(x)~Y(M, B), rp,(x)<cp,(x) with respect to 
(M, <) and 9 if and only if ‘pl(x”) ch cp2(xh) with respect to (Mh, ch) and 
hc%. 
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(5) For a subset Z0 of Y(M, 9), q(x) is a <-minimal element 
of Y0 if and only if cp(x”) is a ch-minimal element of the subset 
{I&“): $(X)E L&} of dp(Mh, hd). 
Now we are ready to give: 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let (M, <) be an ordered independent subset of 
Der(Q) modulo Der,(Q) and let 9 be an independent subset of G(R) 
modulo G,(R). Assume that R satisfies a nontrivial reduced linear DI(M) 
cp = 0 with cp E Y(M, 9). We must produce a nontrivial linear GPI with a 
single antiautomorphism in the set 
,Y= {CJ -‘v:aEWnAut(R)and vE&?nAnt(R)}. 
As explained above, there exist finite subsets A and .@. of M and 9, 
respectively, such that cp E 9(fi, 6!). By replacing A4 and 99 by &? and 8?‘, 
respectively, we may assume from the start that M and 9 are finite sets. 
Hence, the partial order < defined on Y(M, W) is a well-founded relation. 
Replacing cp by a <-minimal one, we may assume from the beginning that 
cp E 9(M, 9) is a <-minimal element in the set 
{l@Y(M,.%T):~=O’ is a nontrivial linear reduced DI(M) of the 
given prime ring R }. 
The < -minimality of the DP( M) cp is characterized by the following three 
properties: 
(1) cPE-wM 9), 
(2) cp = 0 is a nontrivial linear reduced DI(M) of the ring R, and 
(3) for any II/ E 9(M, g), if $ < cp, then $ = 0 is not a nontrivial 
linear reduced DI(M) of R. 
CLAIM 1. The support of the DP(M) cp with respect to (44, <) and %! has 
at most one automorphism. 
Reason. Suppose that cp is given by the expression (2) above. Assume 
on the contrary that pi, 02, . . . . (TV E 9?‘, where n > 1, are distinct auto- 
morphisms in the support of cp. For simplicity of notation, let us write 
and 
A, = A.,,, 
j(i)=n(a,. A.) 
for i= 1, . . . . n, 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that, for each i= 1, . . . . n, the set 
of left coefficients {u(~,,~,,~) :j~j(i)} of x dlal in the DP(M) cp is C-linearly 
independent. Since (TIE 5? n Aut(R) (i = 1, . . . . n) are independent in G(R) 
modulo G,(R) and hence must also be independent in the set (or the 
group) Aut(R) modulo Auti(R), Q,~,,~,,~) is right independent of 
relative to the sequence of automorphisms 
a,, . . . . aI, 02, . . . . a2, . . . . an, . . . . a,,. 
_h__ - 
Al) J(2) J(n) 
(See [6] for the definition.) By Proposition 1 of [6], there exists BE B such 
that a (01, Al. 0) ./I # 0 and such that a,,, d,, j) . /3”’ = 0 for all i # 1 and j Ej(i) 
or for i = 1 and 0 #j E j( 1). By the formula (1) of Section 0, 
(P(X)~B=(~,A,,~,,o,~B”‘)~A’u’~,A,,,,,o,+ “’ 3 
where the dots denote a sum of terms cxAol d with A < Ai for i = 1, . . . . n. 
Hence 44~) . b < so(x). Since u(Al,ol,O) /I”’ # 0, the DP(M) q(x). p is a non- 
trivial element in LF(M, 9). But q(x) ./I =0 is obviously also a DI(M) of 
the ring R. This contradicts the <-minimality of the DP(M) q. 
CLAIM 2. The support of the DP(M) cp with respect to (M, <) and W has 
at most one antiautomorphism. 
Reason. Pick arbitrarily an antiautomorphism v E Ant(R). Consider 
the reduced DP(M) cp(x”) given by the expression (2) above. Set 
M’= (6”: REM}, and v$J?= {vg:ge.$!}. By the explanation given at the 
beginning of this section, cp(x”) satisfies the following corresponding 
<“-minimality properties: 
(1) cp(x’) E Y(M’, v.%), 
(2) cp(x’) = 0 is a nontrivial linear reduced DI(M) of the given prime 
ring R, 
(3) for any $ E Y(M’, v&?), if $ <” cp(x”), then II/ =0 is not a 
nontrivial DI(M) of the ring R. 
Arguing as in Claim 1, we can show similarly that the support of the 
DP(M) cp(x”), which is reduced with respect to (M”, <“) and v%?‘, contains 
at most one automorphism. But this is equivalent to the fact that the 
support of p(x), with respect to (M, <) and 9, contains at most one 
antiautomorphism. 
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Let 0 E W n Am(R) and v E 9 n Ant(R) be respectively the only possible 
automorphism and the only possible antiautomorphism in the support of 
the DP(M) q(x) (with respect to (M, <) and 9). Then cp(x) can be written 
in the form 
where dj, r, EQ(M, <). Consider the DP(M) cp(-u”~ ‘). By means of the 
basic identity 11, 
(p&J ‘) = 2 ai” (x”~ ‘p bj’) +I cp(.p ‘p df’ 
1. /
=; aji)x”f” “bi,) + g cilixrP “(gm’v) djll, 
where d !O-‘) I 1 fp-‘) E Q(M(“-‘), <(O-l)) and 0 ‘v E 0~~9. Note that 
(a-‘W)nAnt(R)=a -‘(9 n Ant(R))g 9, where 9, as defined in the 
statement of Lemma 2, is the set 
{tr’p: z~&!nAut(R) and ~~.%?nAnt(R)}. 
We also compute 
{T-‘/L: TEO-l .%nAut(R)and~~o~‘&!nAnt(R)} 
= ((a-%)’ (o~~‘~):z~9nAut(R)and~~EnAnt(R)} 
= (T-'/l: tE%?nA ut( R) and p E 9 n Ant(R) } = Y. 
Hence, without affecting our formulation of Lemma 2, we may, from the 
beginning, replace (M, <) and W by (MC”-I’, <(0m’)) and r~ -I&?, respec- 
tively, and consider the DI(M) cp(x”-‘) = 0 instead of q(x) = 0. Then the 
identity 1 of G(R) is in the set 9 and hence .!S n Ant(R) c Y. Also under 
this reduction, the DP(M) cp assumes the simple form 
(3) 
where A,, rk~SZ(M, <), 1 (the identity of G(R)) eB?n Aut(R), and 
v E 9 n Ant(R) s 9’. 
CLAIM 3. Let 1 be the identity of the automorphism group Aut(R). Then 
the regular derivation word A,,, is the empty word. 
Reason. We may assume that Aq,I = A,. This is equivalent to saying 
that A, > Ai for all Ai occurring in the expression (3) of cp. We divide the 
argument into two cases: 
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Case 1. n, = 1: Then in the DP(M) q(x), the only term involving xd’ 
is a(,“xdlb(ll’. Assume on the contrary that A, = 6,6,. . .6, (m B 1 ), where 
(1) 6,=6,= ... =S,#&+, and 
(2) 0 <s <p if the characteristic of the given prime ring R is the 
prime number p 3 2. 
Set J’=6,...6,. Let p,, . . . . p,, be all derivations in M other than 6, such 
that the derivation words p, a’, . . . . ~(~2’ occur as some di in the DP(M) cp. 
Let us say Arty) = ~;,a, for 7 = 1, . . . . n. We also assume that the derivation 
word d’ itself occurs in the DP(M) cp as A,,. In view of the formula (1’) 
of Section 0, for fi E B, the sum of terms of q(x). /I containing x3’ has the 
form 
S(Q’,” .p)x~~~y’+ i y (J$, .p)x”‘q,+~ (Ql6” .p)x”lb;‘. 
;s=l ,=I / 
Also, the only term containing xd’ in the DP(M) q(x). /I is (al”. /I) x“‘b~“. 
Hence, if a’,” .j?=O, then q(x) ./I < q(x). But q(x) ./I=0 is obviously a 
DI(M) of the ring R. Since q(x). /I E 9(p(M, %?), q(x). /I must be trivial by 
the <-minimality of the DP(M) q. So, for those fl E B such that u”“. /I = 0, 
we have 
s(u\“. p’) oc by’ + i 2’ (U$) . p) @(. by;) + c (up. B) oc fl!’ = 0. 
y=lj=l I 
(4) 
Note that 0 <s and s <p if the characteristic of R is a prime p. So s, as an 
element of C, is always invertible in Q. Hence ui”. /I&’ can be expressed 
as a C-linear combination of u$, . flp; (y = 1, . . . . n, j= 1, . . . . n,‘.,,) and 
~2’ ./I (j = 1, . . . . n,,). Using the linearity of ( ) . flk, ( ) B, and introducing 
new notation h, d, (y = 1, ..,, n), we have 
for those BE B such that ui”. B = 0. Since the right coefficients of (4) do not 
depend on b, the elements d, and h do nor depend on p either. This shows 
that the mapping 
where j3 ranges over B, is well-defined. 
The map 5 is defined on the R-bimodule {u\” . /I: /I E B} of U. Let 2 be 
a dense left ideal of R such that k$“‘z R. Obviously, the set lu\“R forms 
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a nonzero two-sided ideal of R and is a subset of { ui”. fl: /I E B}. Thus the 
R-bimodule { .(I’) . j?: b E B} of U is two-sided dense. Furthermore, for u E R 
and p E B, we compute 
5(u(u~“.B))=4((u’,“.8).(1 o~))=4(ay”(Bu Ou))) 
zu”’ I ‘(B(loV))“‘+Cd~.(B(10U))~‘:+h.(p(lOu)) 
= ($1’ 
I .(86’(10u))+Cdy.(BP;(100))+h.(B(10u)) 
Hence, by (2) of Fact 0, there exists t E U such that for /I E B, 
For x E R and BE B, we compute 
= ($1’ 
1 .(/3(x@ l))“‘+c d, .(/?&x0 1))“~ + h.(fl(x@ 1)) 
= (a\” p”‘) x + (up . p) x8’ 
+I (d,.jF)x+~ (d,$)xU;+(hj?)x (5) 
and 
(uy’~p)(tx)= ((dj”‘p) t)x= (cyU\‘)‘/3))X 
= (a’,” .fl’l) x + 1 (d, . /W) x + (h . j?) x. (6) 
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Subtracting (6) from (5), we obtain 
(up. /3)[x, t] = (a\“. /3)(x2 - tx) 
= (u’,“. fl) x6’ + 1 (d, . (0) xk. (7) 
Write a(,‘)=~,. Expand a, into a basis {a,, u2, . ...} of the subspace 
a(‘). C + C. 1 d . C. Express d? in terms of this basis, ? Y  
d,=cr.;u, + ... , 
where c(,EC. Let Ben,,,u$. Then d,.fi=cc,(ul.j?). By (7), we have 
(up. p) (Lx, t] - x61 - c uyxq = 0. 
Since the set {~~‘).p:/?~n,,, u,’ } is a nonzero R-bimodule of U and must 
be two-sided dense, we have 
[x, t] =x61 + c clyx? 
The right-hand side of the above identity says that the inner derivation 
ad(r) defined by t E U is an element of Der( Q). By (5) of Fact 6, ad(t) E 
Der(Q) n Der,( U) = Der,(Q). But this contradicts the C-independence of 
M modulo Der,(Q). Hence d, is empty, as desired. 
Case 2. n, > 1: Without loss of generality, we may assume that a’,“, 
(2’ a, ,-.,a, (ni’ are C-linearly independent. By Lemma 1 of [7], there exists 
PEB such that PE&,.~.~ (uy’)l and 84 (a\‘))‘. Consider q(x) ./I. By 
means of the formula (1’) of Section 0, in the DP(M) q(x) ./?, the only 
nonzero term which involves x“’ is (a’,‘) .P) xd’b\‘). So the DP(M) q(x). b 
must be nontrivial. Obviously, q(x) . /? E Y(A4, 6%) and q(x). p = 0 gives a 
nontrivial linear DI(M) of R. It is also obvious that p(x) . j? is a <-minimal 
element of the set 
{II/E.sqM,a):t)=o is a nontrivial reduced linear DI(M) of R). 
Applying the same argument as that given in Case 1 to the DP(M) q(x). j, 
we obtain that A, is empty as before. 
CLAIM 4. The regular derivation word A,,, is empty. 
Reason. Let us assume that r, = A,,,. That is, r, 3 r, for all rk 
occurring in the expression (3) of the DP(M) cp. Consider cp(x”-‘). By 
means of the basic identity 11, we have 
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“-I)). As explained at the beginning of this 
z!!!ifn: ~~~;%‘F, ~h’,:,b”,“l:~‘~ ?-minimal element of the set 
{t+b E2+l4(~,-‘), v-’ 9): II/ = 0 is a nontrivial reduced linear DI(M) of R}. 
Applying the same argument as that in Claim 3 to cp(x’” I)), we obtain 
analogously that the derivation word r (,-‘) is empty and hence r, is also 
empty, as desired. 
In view of Claims 3 and 4, the DP(M) q(x) assumes the desired form 
q(x) =I ajxb, + 1 ckx’dk, 
I k 
where VEX’. Hence q(x) = 0 gives the desired nontrivial reduced linear 
GPI with a single antiautomorphism in the set .Y. 
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